
 



 

Executive Summary 
 
Advances in artificial intelligence have negated or even made harmful old, traditional 
search engine optimization (SEO) practices. Search marketers who seek growth from 
organic search traffic must now compete not only against other direct competitors but 
also against Google itself. With Google’s massive technological footprint and 
infrastructure, few companies are capable of competing with them on a technology basis; 
however, search marketers who optimize for the same target objectives as Google will 
continue to thrive. 
 
Focusing on human-centric content by incorporating social media data into SEO allows 
even small companies to be competitive in organic search practices without massive 
investments in artificial intelligence and machine learning hardware and talent. In this 
paper, we demonstrate examples of using social media data effectively to inform SEO and 
how this approach aligns with Google’s most recent technology announcements. 
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The Search Challenge 
 
Without question, organic search - users asking questions of search engines and reading 
the answers - is one of the most powerful drivers of website traffic with 68% of all 
trackable website traffic originating from search (paid and organic) . Search is more than 1

20 years old now, from early engines like Yahoo and Alta Vista to today's modern, 
AI-powered engines from companies like Google and Microsoft. 
 
The discipline of search engine optimization (SEO) has changed with search engines. From 
simply keyword matching in the early days to every manner of tricks, SEO has attempted to 
keep pace with search engine innovation so companies can attract and convert 
customers. 
 
Part of the attraction of SEO is the perception that it's free. While it requires fewer 
financial outlays than marketing methods like pay per click advertising, display ads, etc., 
SEO is not without cost. SEO often costs hard dollars to pay for services, software, and 
agencies, as well as soft dollars in opportunity costs. The largest, most sophisticated 
companies have entire teams of people dedicated to SEO and content creation for SEO. 
 
However, the nature of SEO means that the underlying technology powering search 
engines is constantly changing. One of the greatest competitors in SEO today is Google 
itself; search analyst Rand Fishkin published in 2019 that more than half of clicks from a 
Google search either don't result in a click or go back to Google itself . 2

 

1 https://www.smartinsights.com/search-engine-marketing/search-engine-statistics/  
2 https://sparktoro.com/blog/less-than-half-of-google-searches-now-result-in-a-click/  
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Figure 1. Traffic sent by Google, via Jumpshot and Sparktoro 

 
The greater challenge facing marketers is not understanding how machine learning and 
artificial intelligence have changed SEO. How do search engines understand language to 
deliver state of the art, satisfying results to users? Without that understanding, marketers 
will pursue too-narrow, antiquated strategies for SEO. 
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How Search Engines Have Changed 
 
How search engines process language has changed drastically in the past decade. Prior to 
2010, search engines used primitive algorithms based solely on detected words and 
phrases within pages, and network maps of links. Many older Internet users likely 
remember pages with large expanses of white text on white backgrounds at the bottom of 
the page, a testament to how easily search engines were tricked in their early days. 
 
In the early 2010s, search engines were still using classical text mining techniques such as 
Term Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (TF/IDF) analysis to understand the most 
relevant passages of text in any document on the web. This basic mathematical algorithm 
examines the total number of times words or phrases appear on a page and then looks at 
the most common unique words on a page. 
 
For example, pages of text will be littered with what are called stopwords, words like a, an, 
the, and, etc. These words are very frequent, but don't tell us a whole lot about the content 
of the page. 
 
On the other hand, if a page contains a number of unique phrases like "Boston coffee shop" 
or "aircraft aluminum" at high frequencies compared to other pages, then the TF/IDF 
analysis would suggest that page was relevant for those terms. 
 
Many SEO tools still use this methodology to make suggestions for keywords for SEO 
purposes; for years, this was generally the best approach for doing keyword and topic 
analysis, and is still mistakenly the approach used by many marketers. 
 
However, by the mid 2010s, search engines had leveled up their game considerably with a 
new machine learning technique called vectorization. Vectorization is the process of 
assigning a mathematical value to every word on a page and then looking at how various 
words cluster together, co-occur, and form logical groups. From those clusters, search 
engines could not only predict what words should be on a page, but also begin to 
understand the context of those words. 
 
A page about a coffee shop that's deemed relevant and trustworthy by a search engine is 
likely to have lots of other words co-occur, especially when you look at coffee shops as a 
whole. For example, a credible coffee shop page would have words about espresso, lattes, 
cappuccinos, iced coffee, maybe even nitro cold brew on it. 
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This is where old SEO tools fall down. Here's an example of one tool's "magic" solution to 
find relevant keywords for a coffee shop. 
 

 
Figure 2. Example keyword list from a popular SEO tool. 

 
The problem is apparent the moment you look at the results. No espresso. No latte. It's all 
just variations of the root term. That was fine in the early 2010s. Even with mid-2010s 
search technology, this would no longer be good enough - search engines would begin to 
see your coffee shop website as not as relevant because following the guidance above 
would lead to missing key, expected words and phrases . 
 
Today's search engines use an even more advanced version of this technique, a machine 
learning algorithm called attention. It's not enough to know how words cluster together; 
for some search queries, the order of words matters. In a vectorization example, these 
two questions would be mathematically similar: 
 
What's the best dog for cat owners? 
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What's the best cat for dog owners? 
 
We know that the questions are very different, and so are the answers. It would be the 
height of silliness to return a Siamese cat for the first question, and a Labrador Retriever 
for the second question. Attention-based machine learning takes into account the 
position of words relative to each other as a proxy for context. Google's BERT algorithm  is 3

a sophisticated implementation of the attention model, and is one of the state of the art 
models for understanding language in search. 
 
Combine that with Google announcing they will change search results to show 
topic-related results , and you have a recipe for disaster for SEO tools that aren’t keeping 4

up with the times: 
 
“We’ve applied neural nets to understand subtopics around an interest, which helps deliver a 
greater diversity of content when you search for something broad. As an example, if you 
search for “home exercise equipment,” we can now understand relevant subtopics, such as 
budget equipment, premium picks, or small space ideas, and show a wider range of content 
for you on the search results page. We’ll start rolling this out by the end of this year.” 
 
Search engines made these changes to accommodate the increasingly diverse ways 
people search. Smartphones routinely incorporate voice search, and smart devices such 
as Google Home provide voice-activated search for millions of people. In Q2 2020, 
technology companies shipped 30 million smart speakers  to consumers. 5

 
Voice search queries tend to be much longer than traditional search queries; in 2018, 
Search Engine Watch found that voice search queries tended to be 29 words long . Where 6

a desktop user might type in "best coffee shop in Boston", a voice search user might say, 
"Hey Google, what's the best coffee shop in Boston near me that's open right now?" 
Attention-based natural language processing allows search engines to understand the 
context of these substantially more complex questions. 
 

3 https://blog.google/products/search/search-language-understanding-bert  
4 https://blog.google/products/search/search-on/  
5 
https://www.strategyanalytics.com/access-services/devices/connected-home/smart-speakers-and-scree
ns/market-data/report-detail/global-smart-speaker-vendor-os-shipment-and-global-smart-speaker-and-s
creens-shipments-wholesale-revenue-asp-and-price-band-by-model-q2-2020  
6 https://www.searchenginewatch.com/2020/01/03/voice-search-impact-seo-in-2020/  
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Why so much emphasis on Google? According to StatCounter, Google comprises 92.26% 
of the world’s search market share as of September 2020 , while its nearest competitor, 7

Bing, earns 2.83% of the world’s search market share. In conversations about SEO, this 
means we’re principally optimizing for Google. 
 

   

7 https://gs.statcounter.com/search-engine-market-share  
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How Google Learns 
 
Vectors, attention, and context aren’t enough, however, for a search engine like Google to 
accurately return high quality results by themselves. As has happened so many times in 
naive machine learning experiments, simply letting AI run amok with no guidance 
inevitably yields terrible quality results. 
 
Google’s underlying architecture, as stated above, is in part an attention-based deep 
neural network , but every kind of artificial intelligence algorithm needs to learn from 8

something. Certainly, Google takes into account known metrics like inbound links as well 
as user behaviors such as how quickly someone goes back to search results (the faster 
they come back, the more likely they didn’t find what they were looking for). 
 
But before any of that, Google needs to understand what kind of content constitutes 
high-quality content, and that’s where their published Search Quality Rater Guidelines 
come from. Google employs hundreds, perhaps thousands (no exact number has been 
given) of people who manually score pages on the web based on their stated criteria. 
These scores then help train Google’s deep learning algorithms to interpret the contents of 
trillions of web pages. 
 
Here, directly from the Google Guidelines, are what they consider the highest-quality 
content that’s used to train their algorithms. To the extent that our content follows these 
guidelines as well, we will create content that is aligned with what the search algorithm 
expects to see. 
 
Quality of Content: 
 
We will consider the Main Content of the page to be very high or highest quality when it is 
created with a high degree of time and effort, and in particular, expertise, talent, and 
skill—this may provide evidence for the E-A-T of the page. Very high quality Main Content 
may be created by experts, hobbyists, or even people with everyday expertise. Our standards 
depend on the purpose of the page and the type of content. For financial and health topics, 
there is a high standard for accuracy and well-established medical/scientific/historical 
consensus where such consensus exists. 
 

8 https://searchengineland.com/faq-all-about-the-bert-algorithm-in-google-search-324193  
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A factor that often distinguishes very high quality Main Content is the creation of unique and 
original content for the specific website. While what constitutes original content may be very 
different depending on the type of website, here are some examples: 
 
● For news: very high quality Main Content is original reporting that provides information 
that would not otherwise have been known had the article not revealed it. Original, in-depth, 
and investigative reporting requires a high degree of skill, time, and effort. Often very high 
quality news content will include a description of primary sources and other original 
reporting referenced during the content creation process. Very high quality news content 
must be accurate and should meet professional journalistic standards. 
 
● For artistic content (videos, images, photography, writing, etc.): very high quality Main 
Content is unique and original content created by highly skilled and talented artists or 
content creators. Such artistic content requires a high degree of skill/talent, time, and 
effort.  
 
● For informational content: very high quality Main Content is original, accurate, 
comprehensive, clearly communicated, professionally presented, and should reflect expert 
consensus as appropriate. Expectations for different types of information may vary. For 
example, scientific papers have a different set of standards than information about a hobby 
such as stamp collecting. However, all types of very high quality informational content share 
common attributes of accuracy, comprehensiveness, and clear communication, in addition 
to meeting standards appropriate to the topic or field.  9

 
As we both assess and create content, we need to prioritize these guidelines so that we’re 
creating for what the artificial intelligence software has been trained to look for. 
 

   

9 
https://static.googleusercontent.com/media/guidelines.raterhub.com/en//searchqualityevaluatorguidelin
es.pdf  
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Summary of the SEO Challenge 
 
The net effect of these advanced AI-based algorithms and changing consumer behavioral 
patterns is twofold. 
 
First, narrow keyword searches and keyword-based SEO strategies will not generate 
optimum results for how search engines work today. 
 
Second,  creating thin, machine-optimized (instead of human-optimized) quality 
content will also fail to generate optimum results with today’s search engines. 
 
Creating lots of thin, mediocre content and optimizing websites for a list of very similar 
terms worked fine 10 years ago. Today, it's a recipe for disaster as deep learning 
algorithms have grown to understand not only what we search for, but what we mean to 
search for. 
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AI Impact on SEO 
 
Smarter algorithms, combined with Google's own properties and zero-click searches, is an 
ever-declining amount of real estate given to companies to be found without paying for it. 
 

 
Figure 3: Impact of Google’s strategic changes to websites 

 
In just 3 years, the amount of organic traffic Google sends to other sites declined from 
54% to 46%, a change of -14.8%.  
 
As Google continues to tune its algorithms on high quality content and answer more 
questions without users needing to click anywhere, marketers earn less traffic for content 
that doesn’t meet Google’s standards. 
 
And that percentage may decrease further. Google’s newly-released Passages  10

technology now pulls relevant snippets directly into search results; if a passage is enough 
information, the reader may not need to click through to read the rest. 
 

10 https://blog.google/products/search/search-on/  
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Figure 4: Example of Google Passages. 

 
There isn't a single marketer in the world that would like 14.8% less traffic to their 
websites. For many Trust Insights and Talkwalker clients, organic search can comprise up 
to 50% of their overall website traffic, which in turn can me 50% of conversions, leads, and 
even revenue for businesses dependent on web traffic (which in a pandemic is 100% of 
websites). 
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Create Content For Humans, By Humans 
 
So, what's the solution to this problem? 
 
We could deploy the same technologies as Google does, setting up massive deep learning 
computational systems and hundreds or thousands of Tensor Processing Units to 
effectively reconstruct Google's language model. Google has released a 
made-for-the-public version of its model called BERT  for any company with the 11

computational capacity and technical expertise to do exactly that. 
 
The challenge is, most marketers do not have access either to the computational 
resources or the technical expertise to run BERT and use it to validate their language 
assumptions. We've built with some of Google's technologies like BERT and their T5 
transformer engines, and they are... fickle, to say the least. The return on investment for 
most companies to attempt this would be negative at best. 
 
What we know, however, is the desired end state that Google is optimizing for: 
human-level understanding of language at scale.  
 
The straightforward workaround for building your own AI is to build for the AI's target: 
humans. 
 
That means instead of attempting to use antiquated SEO tools as a starting point for SEO 
research or using Google's cutting-edge models, we can instead use what real humans 
create as our starting point. 
 
That brings us to social media data. Social media data is one of the richest sources of 
qualitative data about people available to us. Billions of people have conversations with 
each other every day on Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Reddit, forums, and discussion 
boards. In those conversations, they talk about the problems they're having, the solutions 
they've found, and the topics and phrases most relevant to them. 
 
While social media data isn't effective for quantitative analysis, it's an excellent source of 
qualitative data that we can then quantify with SEO tools. 
 

11 https://github.com/google-research/bert  
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Why is social media inappropriate for quantitative data? After all, we can count the 
number of conversations about a topic - shouldn’t that correlate to search volume? Not 
necessarily.  People's search habits and conversational habits tend to differ. We'll ask 
questions of a search engine that we might not feel comfortable asking aloud to other 
people, even digitally.  
 
For example, you might find relatively few conversations about a sensitive topic (such as a 
medical condition) - enough to gauge what language people use when talking about it - but 
not representative of the number of people who might be searching for that topic. Thus, 
we cannot rely on social media data to quantify the importance of a topic, but we can use 
the data to identify language terms that we quantify with SEO tools. 
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Walkthrough : Simple Example 
 
Let's start with a typical marketing scenario. Let’s say an accounting software company, a 
company that makes software for accountants and companies to use to manage their 
accounting, wants to know what kinds of things people will search for. We want to know 
what we could present a solid offering for, not only in terms of products and services, but 
also relevant topics and subtopics. 
 
Using just a single SEO tool, these are the terms it suggests we build content for based on 
the phrase “accounting software”. 
 

 
Figure 5. Initial keyword list example. 

 
Were you to earn all of this traffic, you'd earn around 807,300 visits per month. However, 
as we know, these terms are very limited in language diversity, and many of them are 
competitive terms that we might not want to optimize for, especially from a 
trademark/liability perspective.  
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Note that each keyword has an associated difficulty on a scale of 0-100; if we discount 
each keyword's volume by its difficulty on a percentage basis, we'd realistically only be able 
to obtain 273,573 visits a month. 
 

 
Figure 6. Keyword list with achievable volumes based on difficulty. 

 
That's still substantial, but it's a very limited view of the opportunity. 
 
Let's look now at the social media space for the same search using Talkwalker’s Quick 
Search: 
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Figure 7. Talkwalker Quick Search with bigrams. 

 
Here we see a substantially more diverse result set, with accounting software in the lead 
but then tons of topically-related terms alongside. 
 
We'll export these terms to an Excel spreadsheet and quickly go through them, pruning out 
non-relevant words and phrases; this step requires some domain knowledge. If you're 
doing this for an accounting company and have no experience with accounting software, 
be sure to rely on someone who has some subject matter expertise. 
 
Once we've refined our list, we put it back into our SEO software: 
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Figure 8. Refined keyword list with Talkwalker bigrams included. 

 
What we see is a result set that has even more potential volume: 
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Figure 9. Refined keyword list with achievable search volumes based on difficulty. 

 
This list, which is absent major competitors and topically more relevant, has a raw search 
volume of 839,100 visits per month. Again, on a difficulty-discounted basis, we'd 
realistically be able to obtain 439,147 visits per month. 
 
That's a substantial improvement - a 60.5% increase in achievable search volume - over 
the more generic, more limited view that our first search attempt gave us - and with a 
wider variety of topics, we have more content creation opportunities. 
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Walkthrough : Advanced Example 
 
The simple process gives us a very straightforward look at the different major topics we 
could create content on. However, if we’re in a field that’s highly competitive and we want 
to carve out a specific niche, we might need more than just a basic word cloud. Or, if we’re 
in a highly specialized field where we might not have a great deal of social media data, we 
might look to industry publications. 
 
Using natural language processing, either from custom code or built into tools like 
Talkwalker, we dig into specific publications or topics to identify more complex words or 
phrases than what might appear in shorter social media updates. Below, we’re using data 
from Reddit’s /r/accounting forums to see what topics tend to be most prominent. 
 
The technically sophisticated marketer would  ingest data and use the same vectorization 
technology that search engines apply to the pages they scan to transform words and 
phrases into numbers, then use clustering algorithms to identify the major points of 
interest in all the conversations: 
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Figure 10. Clustered network graph of topics from Reddit.com data. 

 
We see many more accounting-specific terms, terms we can use to further build our topic 
and keyword lists that would be relevant to people in the accounting profession (such as 
Sarbanes-Oxley, a piece of United States legislation). 
 
None of these terms show up in traditional SEO tools when searching for keywords to 
optimize around accounting software, and yet we know Google will be using subtopics as a 
way to diversify search results later in 2020. This illustrates how we close the gap between 
traditional SEO tools and the way Google works now and will work in the future. As before, 
we feed these terms back into our traditional SEO software to gauge search volumes for 
these newly-founded terms. 
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Figure 11. Advanced topic model refined keyword list with achievable search volume based on 

difficulty. 
 
With our refined, deep-dive list, we have a total search volume opportunity of 2,142,000 
searches per month, and a difficulty-discounted volume of 939,709 searches per month. 
 
This is again a substantial improvement - a 114% increase over our simple walkthrough 
keyword list’s volume, and a  243% increase over our original keyword lists’s volume - in 
searches we could appear for - and any content we make for search is likely to be very rich, 
diverse, and demonstrate the types of content Google looks for, especially in its subtopics. 
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Media Alignment 
 
Identifying keywords and topics is only a part of the overall strategy. To make the most of 
our social and SEO data, we return to the guidelines set down by Google for the highest 
quality content: 
 
For informational content: very high quality Main Content is original, accurate, 
comprehensive, clearly communicated, professionally presented, and should reflect expert 
consensus as appropriate.  
 
To ensure we’re creating content that would resonate with what constitutes consensus, 
we should look at the way other content is displayed. What are the common visual aspects 
that the most engaging content is likely to have? 
 
Using Talkwalker’s Visual Insights for the most relevant, engaging content, we see some 
common themes in our accounting software example: 
 

 
Figure 12. Talkwalker Visual Search results highlighting engaging visual content. 

 
We see the content that catches the attention of audiences, especially the visual insights 
in the lower left. If we’re creating content that’s reflective of authoritative consensus, 
chances are we should be emulating some of the style and concepts of the top 
performers. 
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We may even wish to, if permitted by copyright law, embed some of the most authoritative 
media into our own content to indicate to users that our content covers the same topics 
and ideas that the highest quality, most engaging content in our industry also covers.  
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Timing Alignment 
 
If we want our content to work as hard as possible, we must ascertain when we should be 
publishing it for our different audiences. In the accounting example, we can easily look 
back over the past 13 months in Google Trends to see how people have searched for the 
category: 
 

 
Figure 13. Google Trends data for accounting software, 13 month timeframe. 

 
We can also see the same volume for social conversation in Talkwalker, with the repeated 
caveat that social media quantitative data is not as reliable as search data: 
 

 
Figure 14. Talkwalker data for accounting software, 13 month timeframe. 

 
If we put the two together on a graph and rescale them so they’re an apples to apples 
comparison, we see: 
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Figure 15: Time-series chart showing Google Trends (blue line) and Talkwalker (orange line) 

aligned by week. 
 
A pattern is definitely visible, but to be sure, instead of relying just on visual appearance, 
we run a cross correlation function to determine the time difference between the two 
series:   
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Figure 16: Cross-correlation function identifying strongest time-shifted correlation. 

 
What we find is an offset of about 9-10 weeks between search and social; social 
conversations happen before searches do for the topic of accounting software. With that 
knowledge, we enhance our ability to plan a more effective media and content calendar. If 
we were focusing on search alone, we might mis-time our content and not have content to 
share (and build inbound links) for social media. 
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Conclusion: Focus on Human-Centric Content 
Winning at search engine optimization is no longer about attempting to beat the 
algorithms at their own game. Instead, winning at SEO is about building content that’s 
tuned for humans, using human-level inputs into our process.  
 
Google has demonstrated over and over that they’re optimizing for the human experience, 
from using millions of versions of Chrome to assess whether or not a page provides a good 
experience  to understanding and showing results for subtopics even if they’re not the 12

exact words a user types in, to understanding misspellings in under 3 milliseconds for 
searches . 13

 
We cannot beat Google’s infrastructure and technological sophistication, nor can we 
discount their absolute market dominance in search. Thus, the only way for us to survive 
and thrive as marketers and companies in their ecosystem is to optimize for the same 
things they are: the people who use their products. 
 
Using real people inputs from social media data, combined with real domain expertise and 
subject matter experts, then tuned with guidance that Google’s technical experts give us 
in publications, research, and media is how we will continue to grow our organic search 
marketing.  

12 
https://search-off-the-record.libsyn.com/what-do-rendering-signal-collection-and-seos-devs-have-to-do
-with-each-other  
13 https://blog.google/products/search/search-on/  
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